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Address Renovatio Solar 
12 Haga street 
011777 Bucharest

Country Romania

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Photovoltaic panels

Renovatio Solar produces mono and polycrystalline photovoltaic panels. As part of an international group of companies, with a production unit, placed
in Romania, Renovatio Solar has the capacity to offer high-end products that comply with the European quality standards but at competitive prices.

RNV B M225 / B M230 / B M245 / G M240 / G M250 
Photovoltaic panels with mono-crystalline cells

CARACTERISTICS:

Mono-crystalline cells 
Nominal power of standard modules: 225 Wp, 230 Wp, 245 Wp, 250 Wp 
Low - iron patterned glass, with very high transmission properties and low reflection values; 
Standard waterproof junction box with 3 diode Bypass; 
High endurance to temperature variations; 
5 year limited quality warranty and 10-20 year power output warranty.

RNV B P220 / G P220 / G P225 
Photovoltaic panels with polycrystalline cells

CARACTERISTICS

Polycrystalline cells 
Nominal power of standard modules: 220Wp, 225Wp; 
Low - iron patterned glass, with very high transmission properties and low reflection values; 
Standard waterproof junction box with 3 diode Bypass; 
High endurance to temperature variations 
5 year limited quality warranty and 10-20 year power output warranty.

Company Profile of Renovatio Solar

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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